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Overview There are no requirements for providing Oregon People's Services. State governments have operational standards, and suppliers can voluntarily comply. These standards are outlined in this profile. Providers must register the program in a registry managed by the Department of Human Services, the
Department of Seniors, and the Disabled. All adult day service programs must be registered with the department. The registration form includes, but is not limited to, (1) the name and address of the Program and (2) a checklist that determines the extent to which each program voluntarily complies with the standards set
forth in these Rules. Licensed long-term care facilities that offer adult day service programs do not need to be registered. Defining licensing and certification requirements Adult Day services means community-based group programs designed to meet the needs of adults with disabilities through individual treatment plans.
These structured, comprehensive and non-state-based programs provide health, social and related support services in a protected environment of less than 24 hours a day. The parameters for who can provide services to the Adult Day Service Program can serve adults with disabilities. The operational plan for each
program should include the definition of the target audience, including the number, age, and needs of the participants. For each participant, the program has an individual plan of care based on the services required and available. Regulations for individuals that may not be available have not been identified, but providers
must have discharge policies that include discharge criteria. No inspection and no monitoring No identification. No identification of mandatory and optional service provisions for the drug. Regulations for groups with employees of special needs workforce requirements type. No identification has been identified. Workforce
ratio. The employee-to-participant ratio is six in at least one employee employee. As the number of participants and/or the level of damage increases, the staff-to-participant ratio adjusts accordingly. Programs that provide a high percentage of severely disabled people should have an employee-to-participant ratio of 1-to-
4. There must be provisions for qualified alternative staff to ensure the proper management and safety of participants. Applicants can be included in the employee ratio only if they comply with the same standards and requirements as paid employees, meet job qualifications, and specify assigned responsibilities. At least
one employee must always be familiar with fire, safety, and disaster planning. infection control; CPR and first aid; Body mechanics/transmission techniques; Mandatory Reporting Act on Abuse/Neglect; Behavior management; Participant requirements. The staff Knowledge of providing essential services to participants.
Training Requirements General orientation and ongoing service training should be provided to both paid staff and volunteers, including but not limited to the program's mission/philosophy. mandatory reporting of abuse/neglect and abuse indicators; Behavioral intervention/acceptance of action/accommodation; Standard
precautions; participant rights; fire, safety and disaster planning and emergency procedures; and body mechanics/transmission technology/ADL support. The relevant Medicaid contract requirements for Adult Day service providers are covered by the Oregon Seniors and Disabilities Waiver for Adult Day services. All
providers listed in the state registry can provide these services if they meet Medicaid's general provider requirements. Citations for the Adult Day Service Program include registration and of licenses, certifications, or other requirements. Oregon Administrative Rule, No. 411, Division 066. [Until December 15, 2004] This
profile is from QRIS Rewards and is a comprehensive resource for information on all QRIS operating in the United States and the region. Developed through build initiatives, early learning challenge collaborations, and partnerships in child trends. Oregon was one of three states selected to steer provider costs of the
Quality Calculator (PCQC). They used calculators to create scenarios and review them with various stakeholders. The course provided several key learning points, including focusing on the minority and powerful in terms of standards and certain other standards due to the expected financial impact. As a result, Oregon
decided not to include caring for child group size and percentage criteria because of its financial impact. Oregon has also realized significant costs for programs that provide employee benefits as well as the financial value of programs participating in child and adult day care food programs. Oregon then plans to include
PCQC as a tool for childcare management classes. Share on PinterestIt seems like every time we're ready to leave the house, it's never as simple as a phone, wallet, key. Etc. We used to throw everything at one of our oversized handbags, and we swear little Mary Poppins was full of magic. That is, until our necks and
waists begin to protest painfully. Fortunately for the 43 best hidden hikes in the U.S., we found this backpack at Eagle Creek and solved all of our travel-related woes. Armed with this ultra-light bag, hitting roads, subways, or trails or beaches is even better. It weighs only 12 ounces and is airy and padded. This makes it
easy to carry even the heaviest luggage. And the straps were made of nylon material that planted moisture and was breathable, so I said goodbye to annoying shoulder strap sweat stains. We love travelling with backpacks because they include numerous security measures, including lock zippers, hidden pockets for card
reader blocking wallets, and compartments that keep electronics safe from scratches. The pack's 3-litre hydrating platter is also a new must-have accessory for day trips, and it's thirsty even on long hikes. And when we want our bags to work, we have the perfect storage space for storing our laptops with water storage
and voila out (suitable for models up to 15 inches). Whether you're on a trail or on a train to work, you'll love the way your backpack has a full tab that ensures everything is moving. Now our stuff is steady and safe, and our shoulders are no longer atta. Click the button below to get your Eagle Creek backpack. In the
1970s, Eagle Creek began producing durable, high-quality, cleverly designed backpacks for adventurers around the world to carry around. It has become popular from a small and very focused target audience, and is now one of the most respected names in luggage for those who want to explore the world without limits.
Our Eagle Creek Quick PicksWhich Buy Eagle Creek Luggage? Eagle Creek bags, cases and other accessories are known for their carefully curated designs that encapsulate all the needs of modern global travelers. Lightweight for longer hikes, wider for long-term adventures, affordable for everyone, the Eagle Creek
brand is one of the most popular luggage manufacturers in the world today. Made from incredibly durable materials, this range lasts. Rugged backpacks, carry-ons, duffels and even cases are available in a variety of muted colors and minimalist designs to ensure practicality remains the most important feature. Solid
construction is one of the main selling points, with a guaranteed life of anything. As a company who has made travel easier, it's no surprise that it offers travel features and accessories that are very useful along the way. These include back panels that attach backpacks to bag handles, all-in-one trifold clothing carriers,
360° extensions, backpack handle storage, secure zip toggles, cube and mesh cube packaging for better organization. Bottom line: From fanny packs, slingshots and daypacks to wheeled bags and extra-large suitcases, Eagle Creek has the right luggage for every adventure. Image credit: Eagle Creek Best Eagle Creek
Luggage while Eagle Creek has many other pieces to choose from Here are some of our favorites. Super Light Duffel for Serious Adventurer Discounts: 15% Eagle Creek Cargo Carrier Ultra Light Duffel Bag Bag Backpack: 13.5 x 26.5 x 10.2 Inch Weight: 2 lbs This 60-liter duffel bag offers an incredible amount of space
for your belongings, but the range also offers a variety of sizes including 40, 45, 12-10 options. Made from durable, water-resistant fabrics, it's a lightweight, diverse rugage solution. For easy on-the-go use, the duffel has a side grab handle, padded top carrying handle and removable backpack strap, making it easy to find
the perfect way to carry it. There are also 6 eyelash points that allow you to attach the bag to the roof rack if necessary. Inside, an internal partition is provided to help you organize your equipment. Zipper end pockets are useful for housing materials that need quick access and are easy to pack and release immediately
with U-shaped zipper openings. This bag also integrates well with Eagle Creek's pack-it system of cubes and holders to help keep you more organized, wherever you're headed. Pack and Play This Lightweight Day Pack Discount: 25% Eagle Creek Pack Number of Days: 11 x 17.75 x 4.75 Inch Weight: 0.5 ounces
Designed to be readily available daily, this backpack is made of 70D heather nylon, durable and lightweight fabric that will stand up to the toughest of conditions. Available in classic black or bold bright blue sea colours, finding the right colour is never a problem. Perfect for day trips, commutes, and even school or college
students, the day pack holds everything you need and makes it easy to open and access the front zip main compartment to grab a little more. There is also a separate front pocket for quick access. If you're worried about the security of your equipment on the go, this cool little bag has a locked zip to keep everything safe.
Easy to hydrate with key fobs in the front pocket and side mesh water bottle pockets that can be used to attach the pack to the luggage, this daypack is much better set up than many other similar daypacks. The model can also be neatly folded into the front pocket and packed neatly when not in use. Perfect for practical
packaging on the go. Wheeled softside carrier with smooth ride discount: 32% Eagle Creek Tamack Wheeled Lugge — Softside 2-wheeled rolling carrierch: 18.5 x 29.5 x 14.5 inchesMooth: £10.8 popular and practical wheeled carrier is available in 21.5-inch, 22-inch versions as well as this extra-large 29-inch version.
Choose from black, green or blue to suit your taste. The case is made of bitech and biotech armor fabric. It is durable and long-lasting, as well as abrasion and weather resistance. The over-size tread wheel ensures a smooth ride on all terrains, while the heavy wheel housing is kept safe by skid plates with bumper
protection. Inside, there's plenty of room for all your equipment, and includes compression straps and external eyelash points, as well as laptops and other electronics sales, to keep things in place during transport. For peace of mind, this case also provides puncture resistance, 10 lock zippers, and a central locking point
to keep your stuff very safe. Chai Eagle Creek Any FlashPoint Travel Rolling Duffel Backch: 36 x 15 x 14 Inch Weight: 2.12 pounds made from luxury Bi-Tech fabrics, this extra-large rolling duffel bag is also available in a slightly smaller size. Carry up to 128 litres of equipment with a weather-resistant appearance and an
incredibly spacious interior. It also offers a variety of carry options to help you find the most comfortable way to distribute the weight of your belongings evenly. Internally, the main compartment provides plenty of room for everything you need for long journeys and wild adventures. In addition to external compression
straps for convenient packaging, there is also a front zip pocket for storing things conveniently and quickly. When not using a duffel bag, it is small, folds the wheels and everything and can be placed in its own pouch. This duffel bag has an overcling so that large, heavy wheels and tread wheels are hidden in the
protective wheel housing, making it easy to pull the duffel. It is suitable for camping trips, vacations, road trips, etc., and is a spacious bag that is very easy to maneuver. Gear Eagle Creek ORV two-wheeled duffel bag, 30 inches, asphalt black chiaying: 16.5 x 30 x 15 inchweight: 9.15 pounds made of biotech armor with
9.15 pounds of snappy abrasion and weather resistance, this wide wheel duffel bagel is available in black, green and gray. Durable, strong and easy to carry, this duffel can hold up to 98 litres of equipment for your next adventure. With an innovative Eagle Creek machine keeper with the machine firmly fastened to the top
of the bag, a cargo net for internal compression, external gear attachment and wet/dry compartments with seam tape, your belongings are safe and well organized wherever you go. This duffel bag features large tread wheels, large tread wheels, puncture-resistant lockable zippers and a central locking point to keep your
equipment safe. As an added bonus, it is also a porter key fob and bottle opener, Never boring Eagle Creek conversion dimension business overview: 8 x 12.8 x 17.8 inchesMooth: 14.1 ounces because good people at Eagle Creek know that sometimes you have to mix business with joy, they designed checkpoint-
friendly laptop bags that will keep your equipment safe on the go. Made from extremely tough water-fighting materials and featuring a takaway backpack strap and grab handle, it's a great bag for business travellers and those who want to stay connected wherever they are. It's big enough to keep your 17-inch laptop safe
and provide a separate laptop sleeve, and there's also a zip pocket, pen slot, key fob and a back slip panel to attach the bag to the bag handle. It has a reassuring puncture-resistant zipper, a central locking point to close the bag, and easy-to-use, easy-to-use reflective zip pull. This is also a very useful addition to the
Eagle Creek luggage collection, which works as an independent piece for all kinds of travelers. Perfect ergonomic backpack discount for women: 30% Eagle Creek Global Companion Women Ergonomic Travel Backpack Laptop Sleeve: 22 x 14 x 9 inch Weight: 3.65 lb design and shaped to fit female form, this backpack
offers the best comfort, ergonomic support, and a lot of practical storage space. Perfect for going out, at night, or for everyday use, the 450D geo lipstop and 600D Niles poly nylon construction will definitely go the distance. With a large butterfly opening and two separate internal compartments that are easily accessible,
you can take quite a bit of equipment with you. Easy-to-see mesh compartments, padded 17-inch laptop sleeves on the back of the main compartment and two zip front panel pockets if needed for very quick storage. Inside there are padded electronic pockets, key fobs and pen slots. For added security, the backpack's
lockers are fully lockable and, for comfort, have a backpack strap that wishes for padding and moisture, as well as a hip belt and sternum strap to comfortably balance your weight load. Expandable Luggage Eagle Creek Road Carrier Expandable luggage size: 14 x 22 x 9 inchesMooth: 1.13 pounds This clever carry bag
features a zip-away backpack strap, removable padded shoulder strap and multiple grab handles, so you can wear one of three ways. And with the cleverly designed zip 360° floor extension, you can transport up to 60 litres of equipment when you need it and re-compress it when you don't. Made with exoskeleton
technology, reinforced with the part of the bag that is most likely to be stressed, this lightweight bag Incredibly strong and most certainly built to last. Geo lipstops and ballistic fabrics protect against water, tears and tearing, while reflective accents help you see them in the dark. Inside, there is a large main compartment



large enough to hold all the essentials, fastened by a lockable zipper with finger-friendly pull. The combination of flexibility and additional storage capacity of this work makes it an excellent choice for anyone who wants to carry a little more. Eagle Creek Creek Creek Warrior Carry-on Wheeling Wheeling Two-Wheeled
Carrier Dimensions: 22 x 9 x 13 inches Weight: At 7.2 pounds, the carry-on size case is wide enough to carry as much as you need for a short trip, but it's also available in larger sizes if you need more. You can also buy a few more inches using the expandable main compartment or attach it to a larger case using a gear
attachment. Inside, there's a pretty good-sized main compartment with compression wings for a snug fit, and a mesh pocket to keep small things safe. On the outside, padded tablet sleeves provide easy access to technology on the go. The machine keeper function at the top of the case ensures that jackets and extra bits
and pieces are kept safe, while waterproof sustainable fabric shells with laminated exoskeletons keep your belongings safe during transport. The durable tread spinner wheel is also pretty cool for a smooth ride. Stay hands-free with this cross-body bag discount: 55% Eagle Creek Sling Bag Crossbody Back-Travel Multi-
Fluid Fanny Pack: 12.8 x 9.2 x 3.5 inches Weight: 14.1 ounces gives you the flexibility of a versatile and practical travel pack hands-free organization. Whether you're shrugging your shoulders or wearing it at the waist, it's a very useful piece of baggage for your main bag and for travel and light work over the next few
days. The good-sized main compartments store essentials such as wallets, mobile phones and money, while fleece-lined electronic pockets have the ability to store tablets. This zippered front pocket has a hidden pocket for your valuables. Made of PVC-free material and easy to clean or wash if needed, this small pack
can hold more than you can imagine and is equipped with a secure zip toggle and central locking point. Cute and very useful. Your last thought is to invest in a piece of Eagle Creek luggage and invest in your wildest travel adventure. For nearly half a century it has produced super functional high quality pieces. From the
smallest backpack to the largest suitcase, Eagle Creek You want to be. to be.
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